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Setting the Stage

 Welcome and Introductions
 Structure for the Day
 Agenda
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Session Topics
 Differentiating with Measures of 

Academic Progress® (MAP®) Data
 The Lexile® Framework for Reading
 DesCartes: A Continuum of Learning®

 Primary Grades Instructional Data
 Grouping
 Differentiation Strategies
 Lesson Planning
 Managing the Differentiated Classroom
 Planning Forward



Instructional 
Ladders
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Setting the Stage

 Welcome/Introductions
 Structure for the Day
 Agenda
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Session Topics

 Creating an Instructional Ladder
 Use standards with DesCartes: A 

Continuum of Learning® or Primary 
Grades Instructional Data

 Design instruction to meet learners’ 
diverse needs

 Identify and access resources for diverse 
instructional needs



Differentiated 
Instruction
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Setting the Stage

 Welcome/Introductions
 Structure for the Day
 Agenda
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Session Topics

 Differentiating Instruction
 Benefits of differentiation

 Differentiating by content, process, and 
product

 Instructional strategies

 Managing a differentiated classroom
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Planning Forward
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Appointment Clock

3:00 partner

9:00 partner

6:00 partner

12:00 partner
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Self-Assessment

 I am aware 
 I understand 
 I can apply
 I can teach others
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What is Differentiation? 

“Differentiation is classroom practice 
that looks eyeball-to-eyeball with the 
reality that kids differ, and the most 
effective teachers do whatever it takes 
to hook the whole range of kids on 
learning.”  

-Carol Ann Tomlinson 

CDL, DI
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Zone of Proximal Development

Match between a learner’s level of prior 
knowledge and the introduction of new 
information to produce maximum 
growth.

-Lev Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal 
Development Theory



According to Students’

Through a Range of Instructional 
and Management Strategies

Source: The Differentiated Classroom, Tomlinson 1999

Content Process Product

InterestsReadiness Learning 
Profile
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Teachers Can Differentiate



Differentiating Content

 Content is what students learn

 Reflects state and/or national standards 
(usually)

 Includes curriculum facts, concepts, 
attitudes, skills, and materials related to 
the subject

 Gives students choices to add depth to 
learning

 Gives students additional resources that 
match their levels of understanding

CDL, DI
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Process

 Process is how students learn: How 
they make sense of, understand, and 
own key facts and skills

 Reflects students’ learning styles and 
preferences

 Varies the learning process 
depending on how students learn

 Synonymous with activity
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Process Differentiation

Structure Activity

Discussion Format

Learning Materials

Detailed directions Inquiry-driven with 
few directions

Teacher-led with 
modeling

Discussion questions 
provided

Word problems and 
hypothetical situations

Manipulatives and 
concrete examples
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Product

 Tends to be tangible (i.e., reports, 
speeches, tests, or skits) 

 Draws on knowledge and skill 
achieved over time (usually)

 Requires students to apply or extend 
understanding and skill (usually) 

 Reflects student understanding
 Provides challenge, variety, and 

choice
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Virtual Observation

 Using Lexile® Measures to 
Differentiate
 How can using Lexile® data support 

better learning for all students?



Student Reading
Range

The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer

[Various Text/ Authors]

Lexile®

300-450 Kulling, Monica 370

500-650 Suter, Joanne 450

700-850 Twain, Mark 750

900-1150 Twain, Mark 950

21

Lexile® Resources
 Tiered Reading and Lexile® Book 

Options
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Lexile® Resources, continued

 Online Booklist Resources:
MetaMetrics® Lexile® Booklist

Barnes & Noble® Lexile® Reading Level 
Wizard 

Scholastic® Book Wizard®
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Instructional Ladders

 Data-informed instructional design
 Extended scaffolding
 Appropriate entry points
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Virtual Observation

 Laddered Instruction 
 Content focus

 Resources for decision-making

 Using DesCartes

IL



NWEA Goal Structures
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(Standards)

*Client-server version also available
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DesCartes is a Continuum of Learning



Standard

DesCartes

Concept
27

Planning with DesCartes
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Concept: Levels of Understanding
 For a concept and its relevant state standard, 

determine:

What do all of my students know?

What do most of my students know?

What do a few of my students know?

What do none of my students know?



 The student will use the scientific process 
to answer the questions:

What is an experiment?

How do you pose a hypothesis?

How do you control for a variable?

What is the difference between an 
independent and a dependent variable?
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Standards



 Measurement: Time

161-170:  Tells time to the nearest hour

171-180: Tells time to the nearest half-hour

191-200: Tells time to the nearest one minute

181-190: Tells time to the nearest five minutes

Below 160:  Identifies time of day 
(e.g., morning, afternoon)

30

Standard and DesCartes

All

None
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From Data to Instruction

 Step 1
 Choose a standard or concept.

 Third grade: Tell time to the nearest 
five minutes

 Step 2
 Determine which goal strand and   

heading under which this falls in 
DesCartes.

 Measurement: Time, Temperature, and 
Money
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Use DesCartes to Plan for Instruction

 Step 3
 What skills relative to telling time are 

listed under each RIT band? 

 In which RIT band do you find your 
standard?
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Locating Skills Across the Continuum

Grade Level Standard
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Using DesCartes to Plan for Instruction

 Step 4
 Use the Class Breakdown by Goal 

Report to determine what RIT bands are 
represented in your class.
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Class Breakdown by Goal Report

What Some Students Know

What No
Students

Know

What All 
Students 

Know
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Range of Skills from DesCartes

 151-160 Identifies time of day (morning, afternoon) 

 161-170 Tells time to nearest hour, half-hour  

 171-180 Tells time to nearest hour, half-hour, 
nearest five minutes 

 181-190 Tells time to nearest five minutes 

 Identifies correct time given words and vice versa 
 Elapsed time under one hour, to the hour, day, and year

 191-200 Tells time to the nearest minute and 
quarter-hour 

 Identifies correct time given words and vice versa
 Elapsed time to the hour, day, and year

 201-210 Applies dimensional analysis to simple, real-world time
problems  

 211-220 Applies dimensional analysis to simple, real-world time
problems 

Time Skills
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Step 5: Standards and Students
Grade Level Standard
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Your Turn
 Identify a standard or overarching concept.   

 Reviewing the DesCartes Framework, find the 
heading under which your concept falls.  

 Highlight the skills for that concept across the 
DesCartes continuum. Identify the first RIT band 
that lists your standard. How does this concept 
evolve over RIT bands? 

 Use the Class Breakdown by Goal Report to 
match student scoring groups to DesCartes
skills relative to the overarching standard or 
concept.  

 Write student scoring groups on sticky notes. 
Place sticky notes on DesCartes.  
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Differentiated Instruction

A teacher’s response to learners’ needs is guided by 
three key principles of differentiation.

Respectful 
tasks

Flexible 
grouping

Ongoing 
assessment & 

adjustment

Source: The Differentiated Classroom, Tomlinson 1999
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Virtual Observation

Within the 
classroom

Across the 
grade

In multiple 
grades

 Flexible Grouping
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 Time Skills from DesCartes
151-160   Identifies time of day (morning, afternoon) 
161-170   Tells time to nearest hour, half-hour  
171-180   Tells time to nearest hour, half-hour, nearest five minutes 
181-190   Tells time to nearest five minutes 

Identifies correct time given words and vice versa 
Elapsed time under one hour, to the hour, day, and year

191-200   Tells time to the nearest minute and quarter-hour 
Identifies correct time given words and vice versa
Elapsed time to the hour, day, and year

201-210   Applies dimensional analysis to simple, real-world time problems  
211-220   Applies dimensional analysis to simple, real-world time problems 

Grouping Measurement Skills

41



Grade Level Standard

42

Standards and Students
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Your Turn
1. Identify a standard or overarching concept.   

2. Reviewing the DesCartes Framework, find the heading 
under which your concept falls.  

3. Highlight the skills for that concept across the DesCartes
continuum. Identify the first RIT Band that lists your 
standard. How does this concept evolve over RIT bands? 

4. Use the Class Breakdown by Goal Report to match 
student scoring groups to DesCartes skills relative to the 
overarching standard or concept.  

5. Write student scoring groups on sticky notes. Place sticky 
notes on DesCartes.  

6. How will you regroup students to both meet their needs 
and make it manageable for the teacher?  
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Your Turn
1. Identify a standard or overarching concept.   

2. Reviewing the DesCartes Framework, find the heading 
under which your concept falls.  

3. Highlight the skills for that concept across the DesCartes 
continuum. Identify the first RIT Band that lists your 
standard. How does this concept evolve over RIT bands? 

4. Use the Class Breakdown by Goal Report to match 
student scoring groups to DesCartes skills relative to the 
overarching standard or concept.  

5. Write student scoring groups on sticky notes. Place sticky 
notes on DesCartes.  

6. How will you regroup students to both meet their needs 
and make it manageable for the teacher?  

7. How will you teach to meet each group’s needs?
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Instructional Strategies
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Laddering with DesCartes

 Resources for Teachers 
 www.fortheteachers.org

 Ladders

 Differentiation

 Grouping

 Rubrics and assessment
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Approaches to Differentiation

 Lo-Prep Differentiation
 Varying text

 Anchoring 

 Tiered homework

 Hi-Prep Differentiation
 Curriculum compacting

 Tiered assignments

 Laddered thematic units
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Classroom Situations

 Fifth-grade history teacher: 
Events leading to Revolutionary War

 Third-grade language arts teacher: 
Letter-writing

 Middle/High science teacher: 
Cells

 Third-grade math teacher: 
Measurement

 Middle/High math teacher: 
Geometry
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Sample Situation

 Fifth-grade history teacher:
Events leading to Revolutionary War
 Content: Provide a choice of paper and 

pencil, electronic writing board, or online 
practice opportunities.

 Process: Have students write persuasive 
or informative letters.

 Product: Provide model letters to serve 
as rubrics for writing.
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Virtual Observation 

 Managing the Differentiated Classroom 
 Physical space

 Activities and work time

 Supervision
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Talking with Students

 How might you explain differentiation 
to your students?
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Planning Forward

WHAT 
will you do with the 

information you 
learned today?

HOW 
will you approach 
implementation?

WHO 
will be involved?

WHEN 
will you try it?
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Today’s Learning: Exit Ticket

What worked for you in this session?

What will you change as a result of your 
learning today?

What are you wondering?

What do you need now?



Thank you for your 
attention and hard work.

Help Us Learn from You
Facilitator: 
Workshop: 


